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Ilove this book It is really goodm you should read it This book had some creepy parts.
Rather than review this book, I ll review the series as a whole Overall, it was really good
Unlike the Goosebumps books, which are independent stories with no connections outside
a few sequels , Mostly Ghostly is an 8 book series It tells the story of a young boy named
Max who is the only one who can see a brother and sister pair of ghosts who used to live in
his home A normal kid is suddenly thrust into a world of ghosts, ghouls, demons, and
monsters The series is entertaining It is a bit creepier than the original Goosebumps books
and has a bithumor as well It also has the cliches that s we ve come to know and love,
specifically cliffhangers and bad parents The Doyle parents have to be the worst in the
history of R.L Stine books The father is a terrible bully and the mother is a completely
oblivious moron Max is kind of dumb too Throughout the books, he speaks to the ghosts,
even in the presence of other people After about the fifth time getting in trouble for adults
thinking he s telling them to shut up when he s really speaking to the ghosts, you d think he
d get a clue But I guess not The ghosts are pretty dumb too They try to help Max in various
tasks Partly because of Max s hesitance but also their own stupidity, it usually
fails.Unfortunately, the series takes a giant hit with the last book The series is mostly about
Max helping the ghosts find their parents and determine how they became ghosts But in
Don t Close Your Eyes, a new ghost is introduced and the book is about Max trying to
defeat him Then it ends No talk about the ghosts parents No resolution to how they became
ghosts No answer to whether or not the parents were able to find a way to bring them back
to life It just ends And as it has been 13 years since this book was published, there probably
never will be. That s how it ends I have mixed feelings about this book because max as a
character was one of the only people I liked in the hole series the rest were just so
annoying, I at times didn t even know it was suppose to be funny and thats another problem
I had with this book the humor felt very forced, and felt like it was mostly when max was
getting in trouble which almost made mesad then want to laugh, because he was getting in
trouble for dumb things, and thats only at the school, his home life is even worse he has the
worst parents ever who reword his psycho brother who can beat him up so much that he
can t breath and yet max gets in trouble for it, and the mom doesn t do anything about it I
could go on, but I also want to talk about the endings, I don t think there was really one of
the endings that I liked, the fifth books ending was actually the best of the entire series, and
it wasn t even good not to even speak of the end of the series there was so much he could
have done, but no it ended in one of the worst ways ever I won t tell you just incase you
decide to read them, but let me just tell you they end with a lot of unanswered questions
over all I did enjoy reading them, they were fast and max was a grate character, but I found
myself almost throwing it agents the wall because of how horrible the other characters were

if you like r.l stine you willthen likely like this series I did like them but that doesn t mean
they have some flaws. It was a good book for younger kids, but didn t have the same
humor as his others R.L Stine is an excellent writer of spooky stories for young readers
Although the stories are a little scary, they are not scary enough to cause nightmares, or
anything Actually, there is quite a bit of humor in his stories I enjoyed it greatly when the
bullies were picking on Max and black ink started gushing out of his mouth and totally
covered the bullies Priceless Everybody hates bullieswell, except bullies, that is.Nicky and
Tara are up to their usual antics getting Max in trouble, which always brings a smile to my
face What I also like about these books is the large text that helps young readers We never
really get to know much about Inkwell, but I imagined that he was from the Wild West I may
be wrong, but it is a nice thought.Overall, Don t Close Your Eyes by R.L Stine is another
excellent book in the awesome Mostly Ghostly series and I highly recommend it There
doesn t seem to be another book in this series, but there better because I sure need to find
outabout Nicky and Tara.I rated this book a 9 out of 10. Another fun book in this cute little
series I m confused, though that was the last book There was absolutely no closure on
Nicky and Tara, and it didn t seem like a last book at all I have to believe that R.L Stine didn
t intend to end it that way, and maybe had to stop the series early Otherwise, it was a very
bizarre ending.

Too bad the library only has this book number 8 in the series It was a fun read and it seems

as if the characters have had seven other adventures together before this one I d like to find
the others. ^Free Epub ? Don't Close Your Eyes! (Mostly Ghostly, #8) ? In A Terrifying
Episode, Inkweed, The Evil Ghost Of The Black Sleep, Has Inhabited Max The Ghost Has
Come To Put Nicky And Tara To Sleep Forever Inkweed Is Waiting, Hoping For The
Moment When Max Falls Asleep That S When He Can Bring His Crushing, Evil Powers To
Life Nicky And Tara Work Frantically To Keep Max Awake But They Re Running Out Of
Ideas And After A Few Days Of No Sleep, Max Is Desperate He S Going Crazy But If He
Closes His Eyes, It Will Mean The End Of Them All Can Nicky And Tara Keep Max Awake
Long Enough To Banish Inkweed Don T Close Your Eyes, Max
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